Oracle 1Z0-567 Exam
Volume: 84 Questions

Question No : 1
You are a project manager addressing risk responses in your Risk Register. As you created your Risk
Register, you also created multiple mitigating/response plans for each risk. Identify the functionality that
will indicate which response plan is primary.
A. Response plan marked Active
B. Response plan with the closest start date
C. Response plan with lowest cost
D. Response plan marked highest priority
Answer: A

Question No : 2
Identify this icon:

A. Customize Columns in the View
B. Customize Tabs in the Details
C. Customize GANTT Chart Options
D. Customize and Save View
Answer: C

Question No : 3
You are a project manager on a fixed-bid contract. This contract has actually been positioned as a "loss
leader" within your company because it is your first contract with this customer. The hope is that you can
prove yourself to the customer and win additional business at higher margins down the road. The margins
for this contract are very slim.
What would be the best solution to set up in P6 to give you the visibility that you need to minimize the
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probable financial loss?
A. Set a Mandatory Finish constraint at each contractual milestone and track schedule performance
against the constraint.
B. Set all activities in your project plan to Physical % Complete, and use Remaining Duration to track
schedule performance.
C. Set all activities in your project plan to Units % Complete, and use Remaining units to track schedule
performance
D. Set a Must finish By date at the project level, and track schedule performance using float in the project
plan.
Answer: B

Question No : 4
Identify the true statement regarding administrative functions in P6 R8.
A. Administrative functions can be performed in the client, or in the web interface.
B. Administrative functions can only be performed in the client.
C. Administrative functions can only be performed in the web interface.
D. Administrative functions are determined at point of Installation.
Answer: C

Question No : 5
Identify the true statement regarding a Capacity Planning chart.
A. The Capacity Planning chart displays project allocation over time.
B. The Capacity Planning chart displays role allocation over time.
C. The Capacity Planning chart displays resource allocation over time.
D. The Capacity Planning chart displays unstaffed assignments over time.
Answer: A
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Question No : 6
Cost accounts are hierarchical, and___________.
A. are assigned in the project details
B. are created and managed at the project level
C. are applicable to all projects in the EPS
D. are assigned to users with security
Answer: C

Question No : 7
You are an executive that wants to review portfolio data for a high-risk/high-priority group of projects. You
go to Portfolios in Primavera P6 Web. However, the data shown is not the correct portfolio. What should
you do to correct this problem?
A. Manage the desired portfolio.
B. Open the desired portfolio.
C. Filter the portfolio in a dashboard.
D. Create a user portfolio view.
Answer: C

Question No : 8
Identify the business case that would support the creation of OBS elements to align with WBS elements
within individual project plans.
A. Legal/regulatory requirements that prohibit users from seeing data across functional areas maintaining
smaller sets of project data
B. Mitigate the risk of significantly variant project management skill levels across an organization
C. Large projects with multiple cross-functional learns that will be responsible for updating/maintaining
one set of project data
D. Supporting data export/import process to minimize risk of degrading schedule quality
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Answer: C

Question No : 9
You are a project manager working with a cross-functional project team. The project spans multiple years
and has 25000 activities owned across these cross-functional teams. The team leads for the functional
teams do not want to view activities outside of the ones that they own.
They have asked you to find a way for them to only see their activities.
Identify three P6 EPPM features that would help you respond to this requirement.
A. Create project activity code for teams. Values = team names.
B. Group and sort by project activity code within the common activity view.
C. Create filters built on project activity code. Values = team names.
D. Create a generic resource for each team, and assign to each owned activity.
E. Create an activity view for each team, filtering on team owned activities.
F. Group and sort by generic resource within an activity view.
Answer: A,D,E

Question No : 10
Your customer wants to take advantage of capacity planning in portfolios. The customer would like to use
generic resources, because they have greater flexibility to respond to changing costs by resource by
location. In fact, they would prefer not to set up any roles at all in the database, because they perceive
generic resources and roles to be duplicate effort. What would an appropriate response be to this
customer?
A. Use generic resources in Capacity Planning view, because they have greater ability to respond to
changing costs.
B. User generic resources for project financials, and mirrored roles for capacity planning.
C. Use roles for planning and project financials to eliminate duplicate data maintenance.
D. Integrate with HR systems to obtain automated generic resource pricing updates.
Answer: B
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Question No : 11
You are a P6 administrator. You have received a change request against a configured global dashboard,
involving the addition of a portlet.
How would you make this change?
A. Customize the user interface view
B. Customize the Portfolio view
C. Customize the dashboard
D. Customize the layout
Answer: C

Question No : 12
Identify the true statement regarding Activity Step templates.
A. Activity % complete must be Physical when using Activity Step templates.
B. There are limits to the number of Activity Step templates in the database.
C. Activity Step templates are the place where resources are allocated and assigned.
D. Activity Step Templates are governed by global security.
Answer: A

Question No : 13
What are two benefits of designating a resource as inactive?
A. All project history and costs are retained.
B. Budgets from past projects will remain intact.
C. The associated user's information will be automatically deleted.
D. Actual costs for past projects will be positively affected.
E. The resource is identified as unable to perform future work.
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Answer: A,E

Question No : 14
Identify the true statement regarding Schedule Checker.
A. Before running Schedule Checker, you should schedule the project.
B. Schedule Checker evaluates the WBS structure to demonstrate standards compliance.
C. Schedule Checker is run from the Portfolios section.
D. Run Schedule Checker before scheduling the project to fix issues.
Answer: D

Question No : 15
Your customer's project managers are at a very low level of skill/maturity. Your scope of work includes the
creation and management of schedule standards, usage of work products and documents, and
schedule-variance tracking to improve estimation processes. Work out of scope includes risk and issue
management. You have decided to modify a user-interface view for the project managers.
Where do you remove access to risk and issue management?
A. Remove the Risks and Issues portlets from dashboards.
B. Remove Risk and Issues from the global security profile.
C. Remove Risk and Issues from the Protects section.
D. Remove Risk and Issues licenses.
Answer: C

Question No : 16
Identify three types of activity codes.
A. Global
B. Activity
C. Project
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D. EPS
E. WBS
F. Resource
Answer: A,C,D

Question No : 17
Identify one new feature in Release 8 related to Resource Management.
A. Resource GANTT chart
B. Resource capacity versus demand
C. Resource teams
D. Role teams
Answer: A

Question No : 18
Identify two business use case for templates.
A. Document standard operating processes
B. Customized projects for each user in each organization
C. Facilitate scheduling standards for projects requiring audits
D. Enhanced resource management and capacity planning
E. Top-down budgeting and costed actuals
Answer: A,C

Question No : 19
You received an e-mail from a portfolio manager asking you to check performance metrics for the past
months on each of the projects filtered for that portfolio.
You cannot locate the portfolio that the email references.
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What is the probable cause?
A. It is a user portfolio created by the portfolio manager.
B. It is a user-filtered portfolio that has not been refreshed.
C. You do not have the appropriate license for the web interface.
D. You have not been assigned as a resource to the projects.
Answer: B

Question No : 20
You are a portfolio manager. You opened a portfolio and you refreshed the filter. However, some of the
projects that were previously in the portfolio are no longer there.
What happened?
A. You no longer have sufficient project-level security to view the "missing" project's data.
B. Your web interface license was revoked to allow other users to interface with the projects.
C. The value of the code assigned to the missing projects has changed.
D. The projects were deleted when the filter was refreshed.
Answer: A

Question No : 21
The Open Requests for Resource's portlet lists unstaffed assignments involving roles on the selected role
team. Identify two ways that the portlet display can be organized.
A. Role by Project
B. Role by Resource
C. Project by Role
D. Resource by Project
E. Resource by Role
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Answer: A,C

Question No : 22
Identify one filter enhancement in P6 R8.
A. Apply multiple filters simultaneously
B. Create filters with no more than three criteria
C. Cut, Copy, and paste filters
D. Assign filters to unique, single activity views
Answer: D

Question No : 23
You are working with a customer that has had Primavera P6 running in a global instance for four years the
customer has asked you to come in and review the instance to identity opportunities for optimizing the
system. As you look into the coding libraries, you see much duplication of project codes. You recommend
that the customer come to consensus on the duplicate codes and values, and then eliminate the
redundant codes.
What functionality should you utilize to minimize the potential disruption to the user base?
A. Send out communication that the codes will be eliminated.
B. Eliminate the codes and manage usage issues by exception.
C. Document, usage of each code and value in filters and views.
D. Merge the codes rather than eliminating them.
Answer: D

Question No : 24
Identify the true statement regarding the EPS page in P6 R8.
A. You can copy a project on the EPS page and paste it into another EPS node.
B. You cannot copy projects on the EPS page - this must still be done in the Client.
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C. Any user can now copy projects on the EPS page regardless of the user's Security profile.
D. Only application administrators have the privilege to copy/paste projects.
Answer: A

Question No : 25
By default, a role's limit is determined by_____________.
A. the manually entered value on the Limit tab in the Role Dictionary
B. the combined limit of all resources assigned to the role
C. the combined limit of all primary resources assigned to the role
D. the combined limit of all primary resources assigned to a project
Answer: A

Question No : 26
Identify the true statement regarding user security profiles.
A. Only one project security profile can be assigned to each user.
B. Only one global security profile can be assigned to each user.
C. A user's web security profile overrides global or project security profiles.
D. User security profiles are maintained in the client.
Answer: B

Question No : 27
You are a portfolio manager, and a filter has been set to identity and assign projects to your portfolio. You
are in Primavera P6 EPPM web interface. How could you be certain that the list of projects in your
portfolio is complete?
A. By manually hiding projects
B. By manually adding new projects
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